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1861: As America erupts into civil war, Emma Edmonds is roused to such intense patriotism that she joins
the Union army...as a man. Raised on a farm by a father who would have preferred a son, Emma can ride,
shoot, and hunt as well as any man. She defies convention to become a soldier, an army nurse, even a spy.
Dangers surround her, from enemy fire in battle to the risk of discovery by her friends, which would end in
court-martial and disgrace.

Always she seeks to reconcile the necessity of deception with her deeply held values, but her greatest
challenge arises when her friendship with a fellow-soldier becomes so close that she is tempted to confess
the truth and risk everything for a chance at love. Based on the true adventures of Sarah Emma Edmonds,
who served for two years in the 2nd Michigan Volunteers as Private Frank Thompson.
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From reader reviews:

Kelly Watson:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite publication and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add
your knowledge by the book entitled A Call to Arms. Try to face the book A Call to Arms as your pal. It
means that it can being your friend when you truly feel alone and beside associated with course make you
smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you considerably more
confidence because you can know every thing by the book. So , we should make new experience as well as
knowledge with this book.

Stacey Lawrence:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Yep, you
can choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take
a walk, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or maybe read a book titled A Call to Arms?
Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time with your
favorite's book, you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have additional
opinion?

William Rice:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
require something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy
man or woman? If you don't have spare time to accomplish others business, it is make you feel bored faster.
And you have free time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They must answer that
question mainly because just their can do that. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every person.
Yes, it is suitable. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this particular A Call to
Arms to read.

Charles Simpson:

Reading a book tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With reading through you can get a lot of
information that may give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world may share
their idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their reader with their
story or maybe their experience. Not only situation that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the
ability about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
young ones, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors in this world always try to improve
their talent in writing, they also doing some study before they write with their book. One of them is this A
Call to Arms.
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